Abstract Using 172 plates taken with the 40-cm astrograph of the Sternberg Astronomical Institute (Lomonosov Moscow University) in 1976-1994 and digitized with the resolution of 2400 dpi, we discovered and studied 275 new variable stars. We present the list of our new variables with all necessary information concerning their brightness variations. As in our earlier studies, the new discoveries show a rather large number of high-amplitude Delta Scuti variables, predicting that many stars of this type remain not detected in the whole sky. We also performed automated classification of the newly discovered variable stars based on the Random Forest algorithm. The results of the automated classification were compared to traditional classification and showed that automated classification was possible even with noisy photographic data. However, further improvement of automated techniques is needed, which is especially important having in mind the very large numbers of new discoveries expected from all-sky surveys.
INTRODUCTION
The 20th century (more accurately, the time interval between 1880s and 1990s) was the era of astronomical photography on plates and films. The number of analog photographs at observatories of the world is estimated to be about two millions. Information on the existing plate stacks is collected in the Wide-field Plate Database (www.wfpdb.org), founded by M.K. Tsvetkov (Bulgaria).
Digitizing plate archives permits users, at the observatories where the archives are stored and elsewhere, to use this vast information applying modern digital reduction techniques for scientific studies of importance for today's astronomy. It also provides safety against events capable to destroy the analog photographs: fires, floods, etc., like the water-main break at Harvard Observatory on January 16, 2016. Harvard plate stacks, the world-largest collection where about 500000 sky photographs are kept, fortunately survived the terrible accident due to effectiveness of emergency teams, but it is impossible to predict what accident happens next and where. The process of digitizing Harvard stacks
DIGITIZING MOSCOW PLATES
Scanning plates of Moscow collection was started in 2006 using two CREO EverSmart Supreme scanners, with resolution about 2500 dpi. Unfortunately, electronics of these scanners became out of order several years later and could not be repaired. In 2013, following advice from M.K. Tsvetkov, we purchased an Epson Expression 11000XL scanner and continued digitizing our collection using the resolution of 2400 dpi. Due to requirements of funding in Russia's science, we decided to arrange the work so that scientific results would not be delayed till completion of the scanning proper. After finishing digitizing a field, we search for variable stars using the scans and study the discovered variables.
When searching for variable stars, determining their periods, plotting light curves, we widely use the VaST software package developed by Sokolovsky and Lebedev (2017) . VaST relies on SExtractor (Bertin and Arnouts 1996) for detecting sources, measuring their positions (in pixel coordinates) and brightness.
We apply the following procedure to extract light curves from a series of digitized photographic images of a given sky region.
The grayscale TIFF images produced by the scanner are converted to the FITS format using a custom-made code (ftp://scan.sai.msu.ru/pub/software/tiff2fits/) and the mid-exposure Julian date (extracted from telescope logbooks) is recorded in the FITS header.
Pixel coordinates of a bright star visible in all images are used as the reference point to cut each image into overlapping 1.2
• × 1.2
• subfields. The subfields are positioned relative to the reference star and cover the same sky area even for plates that have a large offset from the nominal center of the field.
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We neglect the plate rotation at this stage, as it is known not to exceed 3
• for any of the plates digitized so far.
Then, SExtractor (Bertin and Arnouts 1996) is applied to each subfield image to perform source extraction and circular aperture photometry. The VaST code (Sokolovsky and Lebedev 2017) performs cross-matching of the source lists (as the subfield images are not aligned perfectly) and constructs light curves in an instrumental magnitude scale. As the photographic density is a non-linear function of the number of incoming photons, we use the relation suggested by Bacher et al. (2005) to put the measured instrumental magnitudes on the absolute scale set by the B magnitudes of USNO-B1.0 (Monet et al. 2003) stars within each subfield.
Astrometry.net (Lang et al. 2010; Hogg et al. 2008 ) is used to perform blind plate solution for each subfield needed to extract equatorial coordinates of the detected objects.
New variables discovered in the course of our project are given provisional variable-star names in the specially introduced MDV (Moscow Digital Variable) series. Test experiments with scanning small parts of plates resulted in discovering MDV1-MDV 38. The list of these stars can be found in Kolesnikova et al. (2010) . The first 10
• × 10
• field of the 40-cm astrograph completely scanned and searched for variable stars by us was that centered at the star 66 Oph (18 h 00.3 m , +04
• 22 ′ , J2000.0). In this field, we discovered and studied 480 new variable stars, MDV39-MDV518 (Kolesnikova et al. 2008 (Kolesnikova et al. , 2010 . The 77 new variable stars discovered in the field of SA9 (the center at 03 h 11.5 m , +60
• 38 ′ , J2000.0; MDV519-MDV595) are discussed in Sokolovsky et al. (2014) . In the present paper, we present our new results obtained in the field centered at the star 104 Her (18 h 11.9 m , +31
• 24 ′ , J2000.0). We have discovered and studied 275 new variable stars.
NEW VARIABLE STARS
The plate stacks of the SAI contain 172 plates centered at the star 104 Her (l = 58 1976 March 31 -1994 . This is a moderately high-latitude field, and the star density is not very high. The plates were scanned with the Epson Expression 11000XL scanner, the resolution being 2400 dpi, and searched for new variable stars using the VaST software. Identified variable stars were checked in the GCVS and VSX databases for being new. If photographic data, which have comparatively low photometric accuracy, left doubt whether a particular star was variable or not, we checked it using additional sources of photometric information: the ROTSE/NSVS database (Woźniak et al. 2004a ), Catalina database (Drake et al. 2009 ), and ASAS-SN database (Kochanek et al. 2017) . Six stars in the final list were confirmed on the base of specially arranged CCD observations using telescopes of the SAI Crimean laboratory.
Figure 1 explains our technique of photographic photometry and search for variable stars. The VaST code checks all stars deviating along the ordinate from the most densely populated cloud for periodicity; additionally, non-periodic, strongly deviating stars (that can be non-periodic variables) are inspected by eye. Some of the outliers, those not marked with numbers, are mainly blended stars.
Our final list of newly discovered variable stars is presented in Table 1 . It contains 275 new variables (MDV596-MDV870).
The columns of the Table present : the MDV number of the variable; its equatorial coordinates (J2000.0); its variability type; its period (for periodic variables); its variability range (photographic B magnitudes at maximum and minimum light, also in the secondary minimum for eclipsing stars); number of the remark below the table. The light curves of the variables can be found at our web site (http://www.sai.msu.su/gcvs/digit/digit.html).
We performed classification of all the new discoveries using the traditional approach used in the team of the General Catalogue of Variable Stars some of the authors belong to. This classification is principally based on the light curve shape but also takes into account all available additional information (period, amplitude, color index, etc.). Judging from our preferred classifications (the third column of second type (CW), and a variable of the RV Tauri (RVA) type. Two variables are probable rotating spotted stars (type BY:). Figure 1 displays sample photographic light curves for variables of several types. We present our CCD light curves for two stars in Fig. 2 .
It is very interesting that our photographic search for new variable stars made it possible to detect also low-amplitude variable stars. The lowest peak-to-peak amplitude, 0.1 m , was found for the EW eclipsing star MDV640, quite reliably confirmed with data from the ASAS-SN survey.
We will address the period distribution of newly discovered eclipsing variable stars elsewhere. Here we only mention that, for EW stars, this distribution is evidently shifted towards shorter periods, as already noted by Kolesnikova et al. (2010) for our discoveries in the field of 66 Oph.
STATISTICS OF HADS VARIABLES
Among short-period pulsating variable stars, a large fraction are Delta Scuti variables, mainly located in the region of intersection of the Cepheid instability strip with the main sequence. Most of them have small pulsation amplitudes; however, there exist Delta Scuti stars with V -band or photographic amplitudes of 0.2 m or higher. In most studies, such stars are called HADS (High Amplitude Delta Scuti) variables. This is not a homogeneous variability type but a mixture of younger (Population I) stars and SX Phoenicis variables that belong to old galactic populations. A clear distinction between these variability types has not yet been achieved (see Balona 2016) . In the following, we call all largeamplitude, short-period pulsating variable stars HADS variables. Our data do not permit a study of their multiperiodic behavior, quite typical of some of them.
From scans of the field centered at 66 Oph, we found 11 HADS stars with peak-to-peak amplitudes of 0.2 m or higher. Kolesnikova et al. (2010) remarked that this result permitted to expect the number of HADS variables missing from the existing variable-star catalogs to be quite large, the studied field's area being only 0.24% of the whole area of the sky. The amplitudes of the new HADS variables are not small, they can be easily discovered using photographic plate collections and traditional techniques (eye estimates or measurements with microphotometers). Expectations for many new HADS variables were not quite fulfilled in the field SA9 (Sokolovsky et al. 2014 ), where we discovered only one HADS variable.
In the present study, we found eight new HADS variable stars (two of them uncertain); there are also doubts if MDV790 is an EW or a HADS star, making the total number of new HADS stars nine (three of them uncertain).
Thus, the total number of HADS discoveries in the field of 300 square degrees (0.73% of the sphere) is from 18 to 21, resulting in an estimate of 2500-3000 for the expected number of HADS stars for the whole sky. This estimate should be additionally somewhat increased because of some variables remaining undiscovered in the corners of the fields, where the 40-cm astrograph has very large distortions.
As of November, 2017, the electronic version of the 5th edition of the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS V; Samus et al. 2017) contains 212 stars that can be considered HADS variables (note that the GCVS classification system does not explicitly contain the HADS type, and we had to check classification ourselves). Thus, very many HADS stars remain not included into the GCVS. At first glance, it seems strange: as mentioned above, we are discussing stars with variation amplitudes not too low. However, traditional approaches to discoveries of variable stars, their study, and their classification could, indeed, fail to find HADS stars because of their short periods. Such periods are no problem for modern computers, but they are not too easy to determine without a computer, as it was done in early studies. 
AUTOMATED CLASSIFICATION OF THE NEW MDV STARS
Several teams are currently developing algorithms permitting to perform automated classification of variable stars from photometric data. Such algorithms are of extreme importance for future work on variables stars discovered in large-scale projects, like expected discoveries of the GAIA space mission. Among the existing algorithms, the majority have been tested only on high-quality photometric data. Our noisy light curves are a real challenge for such programs. By its nature light curves are not structured since they are noisy, the number of observations per object depends on the observing strategy and have missing values. An additional preprocessing must be done by computing statistical descriptors or features. Their mission is to reduce dimensionality and make the data uniform to be handled by different algorithms. Machine learning can be divided into three broad categories: supervised learning, which uses labelled data to learn patterns in each class; reinforcement learning, which interacts with the environment such as sensors or a human; and unsupervised learning uses just the data to learn patterns, which later can be used to make visualizations or as inputs for another algorithm.
In their seminal work, Debosscher et al. (2007) constructed a set of 28 features. They were based on analytical fits and periods obtained using the Lomb-Scargle periodogram. They tested it on a Mixture of Gaussians, Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines (SVM, Cortes and Vapnik 1995) , obtaining an average precision of 70%. The work of Kim et al. (2011) found that Random Forest (RF, Breiman 2001) outperforms SVM using 11 features. Richards et al. (2011) obtained similar conclusions using 53 features. Pichara et al. (2012) used a database that included autoregressive features for training an RF, improving previous results. The model was enhanced later by Pichara and Protopapas (2013) , who used graphical models to fill missing data keeping the computational cost the same.
Since features do not guarantee proper classification, Mackenzie et al. (2016) applied a different approach, developing the first unsupervised feature learning algorithm. It creates a dictionary of words with fragments of the light curves to make a new representation. With them, an SVM classifier was To train the classifier, we used stars earlier announced in the MDV program (Kolesnikova et al. 2010; Sokolovsky et al. 2014) . For different reasons, we rejected 18 objects from these lists. In particular, the less represented classes were removed as the RF algorithms cannot generalize a class with a single example. The resulting classes used for training were: EW (129 stars); LB (115); RRAB (99); EB (62); RRC (60); SR (55); EA (45); HADS (12), the total of 577 stars.
The result was expressed as a table which listed the three top probabilities of classification, from 0% to 100%, for each variable star. We compared them to the results of our non-automated classification presented in Table 1 . The comparison is based on 273 stars; two stars were added to our list of discoveries later.
For 155 stars (57%), the classification in Table 1 coincides with the most probable suggestion of the automated classification. The classification for 85 stars (31%) is that suggested automatically as the second or the third option. The non-automated classification disagrees with any option from the automated classification in 12% of all cases.
A frequent case of non-automated classification agreeing with the second or third automated option is that a different type of eclipsing variables is selected. Distinguishing between the EA, EB, EW types is sometimes really somewhat tricky. In our opinion, such cases should also be considered a relative success of the automated technique.
From the stars the automated classification was least successful (12%), we find that 9 stars (∼3%) corresponded to classes that were not represented in the training set, which are usually the most interesting ones. The remaining 24 stars (∼9%) were misclassified even when the class was represented. For noisy light curves of RR Lyrae variables and most of the HADS stars, the classifier tends to decide for the eclipsing types. The SR type was often confused with LB stars. We find that the features cannot describe irregularity and semi-regularity as different object classes.
Some interesting cases could not be solved automatically. Thus, the beautiful RV Tauri star MDV776 got the following type suggestions automatically: SR (probability 56%), LB (probability 43%), and EA (probability 0%). Variable-star astronomers know that variations of RV Tauri stars are indeed semiregular and that they such stars use to show minima sharper than maxima.
We hope that further improvement of the algorithm will prevent it from missing stars that are most attractive to astrophysicists. Thus, the automated classification can provide a correct classification for a majority of all stars. Noisy data make the task more difficult (our first attempts used "cleaned" light curves and were more successful). To provide an algorithm completely satisfying compilers of variablestar catalogs, additional work on the code and its application to noisy data are needed.
One of the possible solutions is to enhance the dataset with OGLE-III V -band variables and gradually retrain the model as new stars are detected and classified.
CONCLUSIONS
We continue our work on digitizing photographic plates of the Moscow collection and on finding new variable stars using digitized plates. In this paper, we have presented our results for the 10
• field centered at the star 104 Her.
In total, we discovered 275 new variable stars in the field, mainly eclipsing binaries but also pulsating stars and, possibly, rotating spotted stars. This new study generally confirms our earlier finding that HADS variables are much better represented among the new discoveries than in the General Catalogue of Variable Stars.
The special feature of this study that we have made an attempt of automated classification of the discovered variable stars based on our photographic photometry. The results were compared to our traditional classification. In 88% of all cases, we were able to achieve good or satisfactory results; the automated classification failed in 12% of cases.
